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Mainland authorities aim to stem
speculation on property deals, forcing
developers to rethink their business models.
Debbie Mason reports from Beijing

TURNING HOUSES
INTO HOMES

C
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hina’s government is forcing developers to go back
to the drawing board and
build properties for people
and businesses – instead
of their current practice of
constructing fodder for speculators.
If they don’t, say property bosses such as
Adam Yu, chairman of Winland, a Hong Kong
developer with an office in Beijing, they are
likely to go out of business.
“The period of developers becoming rich
overnight is over,” says Yu, whose company
built and runs one of the first towering office
buildings on Beijing’s Financial Street.
His warning echoes that of Zhang Xin,
chief executive officer of SOHO China, Beijing’s largest real estate developer, who last
summer bluntly stated the underlying fear of
many people in China’s real estate industry.
“The rising prices are a direct result of so
much money coming from the banks, and
the Chinese banks should be very worried,”
she said.
Zhang said prices were rising across the
board because of speculation and investment, not because people actually wanted
to live in the millions of square metres being thrown up overnight by companies such
as hers. It was a startling admission from
one of China’s most high-profile property
tycoons.

With an eye on a possibile property bubble, the government is implementing price
controls, restricting multiple home purchases, enacting residency requirements
and raising the required down payments for
mortgages.
The changes are also affecting property
developers, who are having a harder time
getting building permission from all levels
of government, securing capital and selling
inventory of empty developments that have
become increasingly unattractive to nervous
investors.

quality, location and the kind of accommodation,” says Ho. He suggests that investors
look into retail space as a lower-risk alternative, saying this part of the property market
does not usually attract the attention of the
government.
What the government wants is for property developers to build affordable housing.
It has announced aims to provide 36 million
units by the end of the current five-year plan,
which ends in 2015.
What developers want is to build profitable luxury residential properties. Now they
are being forced to settle for constructing afPlunging prices
fordable housing with narrower margins in
Edmund Ho, managing director of the north order to stay on side with the government,
China region for real estate adviser DTZ, says which has also promised to subsidize buildproperty developers are changing directions. ing costs.
So far, he says, the government’s tightening
The five-year plan says at least 70 percent
policies have curbed home prices, especially of land put up for sale by local governments
in first-tier cities.
should be allocated to social housing. In order
“For example, in the fourth quarter of to meet this radical requirement, parcels of
2011, the [average] residential price in Bei- land may even be given to developers for free,
jing dropped by 1.37 percent year-on-year to says Wang Hong, an associate professor at Ts20,084 yuan per square metre. In Shanghai, inghua University’s School of Economics and
the price dropped by 7.92 percent year-on- Management. “There’s a possible partnership
year and 9.28 percent in Shenzhen,” he says. where the local governments can actually
Transaction volume is dropping, too. In give up the land to developers if it’s for social
Beijing, the number of transactions dropped housing,” says Wang.
by 40 percent in 2010 from the year before.
“There is a national target to build a certain
In 2011, the volume dropped by 33.7 percent. number,” he says. “Some local governments
“The focus is going to have to change to do have financial resources to do that and may
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“The developers haven’t had the ability
to build business properties. Building
commercial properties requires huge
investment and a long time.”

choose to go ahead, but with the corruptions
and inefficiencies... they need to attract developers and the private sector to join in.”
“The developer [will only make] a small
amount per unit,” he says. “But building a lot
will still make [them] a lot of money.”
China’s central bank has also cut the
amount of cash banks must hold in reserves,
boosting lending capacity by an estimated
350-400 billion yuan, a potential boon for
buyers and developers alike.

opment in Shandong province, and Yu says
he believes the units will sell once they are
completed.
“There may be a bubble, but there is also
huge demand,” he says. “Five years ago, the
prices went up too fast so the market just
needs time to digest it. There is real demand
in real estate because of the population.”
Wang, the professor, adds that developers
are beginning to see potential in commercial
property.
“Developers... [have started] to build supReconstructing the model
porting facilities as well, including shopping
Yu of Winland says the government’s inter- centres,” he says. “They didn’t feel they could
vention is going to change developers’ busi- make any profit from that, but realized potennesses for the better.
tial buyers were attracted by the supporting
“In China, property developers have come facilities.”
from nothing. There is no history of this inHowever, Wang admits that such flexibildustry in China, they have all started from ity in the real estate model is limited by the
scratch,” he says. “The developers haven’t had amount of capital held by developers.
the ability to build business properties. Build“I don’t think all residential developers
ing commercial properties requires huge in- can go into commercial development successvestment and a long time. So far all they have fully,” he says. “Because this requires time
considered building is residential property, and [capital], only big developers like SOHO
so that they can immediately sell it and make can do it. A lot [of smaller developers] can’t
money. It was very short-sighted.”
afford to wait to get their investment back.”
Now, says Yu, “they have to move towards
the Western model, where a complex is built Exaggerated bubble?
and operated by one company, rather than At a Homelink real estate agency office in
sold off bit by bit.”
central Beijing, customers remain aplenty.
Winland recently acquired a 600-square- Real estate consultant Li Rongjie says that
kilometre piece of land for a residential devel- price increases may have decelerated, but
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they are still rising and the agency is still
selling homes.
“This client is looking at buying a
60-square-metre apartment for 1.7 million
yuan,” she says. “Ten years ago, that was
worth a tenth of that. Rents have gone up by
25 percent just in the past year but we are still
busy.”
Li Yi, a resident of Beijing, bought his
apartment in 2000, when the price was
13,000 yuan per square metre. “It’s worth
30,000 yuan per square metre now,” the
27-year-old says. “I won’t be buying another
one for investment reasons because as a short
term investment it’s too risky. But in the long
term, I don’t think you can go wrong.”
Since making her comments about banks
last year, SOHO China’s Zhang Xin has been
quiet. Some have speculated that large developers such as her company, which can afford
to wait out periods of uncertainty, may be
buying up some of the half-built apartment
complexes that smaller developers have had
to desert.
But in the long term, Ho of DTZ is confident there will not be an upheaval in the real
estate market. “There is no way the property
bubble will burst. People who say that don’t
understand China,” he says. “Right or wrong,
like it or not, the government completely controls the market. If they want something to
happen, it will happen.”
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